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Introduction

The. interrelated topics of broadcast access and community

ascertainment have occupied such a central position. in discussions

about the broadcasting industry during the past five years that it is

nearly impossible for anyone in the field of mass communication not

to have at least a limited awareness of their evolution. Yet, once the

generalilations and major philosophical positions have been reviewed,

there. remains a considerable amount of confusion as to the significance

and implibations of current regulationvand broadcast practices. The

words "access" and "ascertainment" have been used in such a variety

of contexts that the connotations associated with each term are frequently

the source of misunderstandings both within and without the broadcast

media. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to briefly trace the major-
.

developments which have served to shape the current issues (3f access

and ascertainment as they relate to America's system of broadcasting.

In addition, this summary will hopefully assist in the recognition of mean-

ingful avenues of inquiry that will provide a basis for further discussion

and research.

Origins of Broadcast Access

With a First Amendment to the United'States Constitution which -

guarantees freedom of expression for all U. S.,citizens, it is not surr

prising to find this protection making its way into the first meaningful piece

of broadcast legislation in the United States. Borrowing from the language

IP
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f an earlier public utilities act, the Radio Act .of 1927 established an

dministrative agency (Federal Radio Commission) that was charged

to regulate a private )y owned system of -voice broadcasting according to

..the "public interest, convenience, or necessity." In doing so, the FRC

was given responsib'lity for selecting from all available applicants, those

who should be grant d access to the air waves. When the Radio Act of

1927 was revised six years later, these important obligations were en-

trusted to the seven-member Federal Communications Commission,

created by the Communications Act of 1934.

The judgments of Congress in 1927 and 1934 were as much a product

of the law of nature as they were the law provided under the First Amend-

ment. Unlike the unlimited entry afforded by the print media, the radio

spectrum dictates specific restrictions. The physical characteristics of

the radio spectrum are absolute, and its capacity as a means of electronic

communication is limited. Recognizing this fundamental distinction between

print and electronic communication, Congress assured that access to the

radio spectrum would be controlled in a manner that was consistent with
o

the common good of all the people.

It 4s clear from the beginning that this fundamental position would

be the basis of an on-going debate that continues through the pent day.

That radio was inherently different from print media and therefore would

receive different regulatory interpretations was first tested in the courts

0

in the early 1930's. In the case of Near v. Minnesota (1931), the U. S.

Supreme Court ruled that government had no power:to restrict a newspaper
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from publishing vicious statements about law enforcement agencies'or

religious groups. However, during the following year, in the case of

Trinity Methodist Church, South v. FRC (1932), the U. S. Court of

Appeals reaffirmed the right of the FRC to deny a broadcaster a renewal

of his license for making similar kinds of statements over the air. The

FRC's decision concerned a Reverend Doctor Schuler, licensee of KGEF

radio, Los Angeles, who was accused by a number of local citizens of,

among other objectiOnal utterances, broadcasting attacks on the Roman

Catholic Church. Dr. Schuler appealed the decision to the Supreme Court,

but it declined to review the case. Hence, it was determined early that the

denial of a broadcast license was not an abridgerrInt of freedom of speech

in the same sense that suppression of a publication constitutes prior restraint

and furthermore, that the regulatory powers of FRC (and later FCC) would

be upheld.

During the remainder of the 1930s and ?scrly 1940s, the FCC exercised

its regulatory authority on a.case-by-case basis, usually to the satisfaction

of broadcast licensees. However, caught in the uncomfortable position of

being unable to involve itself directly in the specification of appropriate

programming, while responding more and more negatively to the program

choices of broadcasters at the time of license renewal, the FCC sought

out the assistance of CharlesiA. Siepman to draft a programming policy

statement that would assist broadcasters in the development of program

schedules and provide a guideline for assessing their performance. This

policy statement, frequently referred to as the "Blue Book," outlined thet
9.
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Commission's concern with the status

the FCC's jurisdiction with respect to

C7

of program service, a review of

programming, aspects of "public

interest's interpretation, the weakness of broadcastei^s' arguments

citing economic burdens, and proposals for future Commission policy.

The document stated that although the FCC recognized its responsibilities
3,s

as the licensing agency established by Congress, it had to rely upon forces

in the public sector to monitor the performance of broadcasters. The role

of professional critics was underscored, and a plea was made for more

regular critical consideration. As to the public in general, the Commission

called for the expansion of radio listener councils which could be instrumental

in surveying public preferenc\9s and attitudes, monitoring stations for omis-

sions of public interest programs and serving to promote forthcoming pro-

grams of community interest. Response to the "Blue Book" from the

broadcasting industry was immediate. The FCC was seen as overstepping

its authority and being in violation of Section 3g6 of the Communication

Act (censorship). Perhaps intended more as a warning of potential program

reform than actual Commission policy, the "Blue Book" was never officially

adopteli nor enforced.

An important segment of programming which had received specific

attention by the, FCC prior to 1940 was that of station editorializing. During

November, 1939, the FCC held hearings in the matters of a competing ap-

plication for a construction permit filed by The Mayflower Broadcasting

Corporation and license renewal applications for main and auxiliary trans-

mitters of The Yankee Network, Inc. in Boston, Massachusetts. Exceptions
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to the proposed conclusions were filed by The Mayflower Broadcasting

Corporation which resulted in subsequent legal debate in September,

1940. Then, on January 16, 1941, the FCC issued a "Decision and Order"

which became known as the "Mayflower Decision." Ironically from an

historical standpoint, the denial of Mayflower's application for a con-

struction permit was of incidental importance. Of major significance was

the position of the Commission regarding the policy of Yankee's station,

WAAB, to broadcast editorials urging the election of various candidates

and supporting a particular side of controversial issues. Making clear its

opinion, the Commission stated, ", ...that with the limitations in frequencies

inherent in the nature of radio, the public interest can never be served by

a dedication of any broadcast facility to the support of [one's] own'partisan

ends. i1 The FCC went on to explain that a truly free system of broadcasting

could not be used to support the causes of the licensee or back the election

of a particular candidate. In short, the broadcaster could not serve as an

advocate:

"Freedom of speech on the radio must be broad enough to
provide full and equal opportunity for the presentatiorito the
public of all sides of public issues. Indeed, as one licensed
to operate in a public domain the licensee has assumed the
obligation of presenting all sides of imlbortant public questions,
fairly, objectively and without bias. The public interestnot
the private - -is paramount."2

The concept- of fairness in broadcasting continued to be a basic,

although confusing, consideration in license renewal decisions until June 1,

1949, when, following eight days of public hearings, the Commission issued

itS report on "Eciitbrializing by Broadcast Licensees." Repeating a position
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taken earlier by the Commission, the report stated:

"The life of each community involves a multitude of interests
some dominant and all pervasive Such as interest in public
affairs, education and similar matters and some highly
specialized and limited to few. The practical day-to-day
problem with which every licenSee is faced is one of
striking a balance between these various interests to
reflect them in a program service which is useful to
the community, and which will in some way fulfill the
needs and interests of the many. "3

However, unlike the Mayflower Deci ion which restricted broadcast

licensees from taking an editorial .pcsition.in.meeting its public interest

obligation, the l949 Report reversed that dedision. In considering the

broader issue of fairness, the FCC recognized. that editorial expression

could take many forms and that "...we have therefore come to the con-

clusion that overt licensee editoridlization, within reasonable limits and

subject to the general requirements of fairness . is not contrary to the

public interest." Furthermore, the Commission stated that the broadcast

licensees have en affirmative duty to encourage and implement the airing

of all sides of controversial issues and that they are also obligated to

make their facilities available upon demand for the expression of opposing

points of view.5 Similarly, in accordance with the belief that the public's

need for news; commentary and opinion could only be met by its being

able to consider and accept or reject 6. variety of conflicting views by

responsible elements of the community, the FCC reaffirmed its require-

tenent that licensees devote a "reasonable percentage" of their broadcast

time to news and public issues in the communities they serve.

Broadcast Access Tests Its Wings
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By 1964, the FCC had based enough case-by-case decisions on

they now famous "Fairness Doctrine" that it issued a public notice entitled,

"Applicability of the Fairness Doctrine in the Handling of Controversial

Issues of Public Importance. i6 Interestingly,. this report appeared in

the same year as the events that eventually led to two landmark decisions,

the WLBT and Red Lion cases.

The Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ had

joined With two black civil rightsleaders in Jackson, Mississippi, in

filing a "Petition to Deny" license renewal of station WLBT -TV. The

"Petition" was based upon documented evidence that the station had repeatedly

taken a segregationist viewpoint in its programming and had ignored a nine-

year history of complaints from the black community which represented

45% of its viewers. The FCC considered the "Petition" and issued a one-

year "probationary" renewal, but refused to grant a public hearing on the

grounds that the church and citizen group challengers did not represent an

existing or potential competitor for the license of WLBT-TV. Not easily

discouraged, the United Church of Christ took the FCC to the U. S. Court

of Appeals. The Court ruled in favor of the Church and granted representa-

tives the right to participate in a public hearing, thus establ ishing the

precedent that publid interest groups deserved the same regulatory rights

as those enjoyed by competing broadcast applicarrVs. Following a long

struggle with both the FCC and broadcast interests, another Court of

Appeals decision in 1968 finally ruled in favor of the original "Petition to

Deny" and revoked the license of WLBT -TV.

9
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As to the second historic case, it was in the fall of 1964 that

radio station WGCB, Red Lion, Pennsylvania, broadcast a "Christian

Crusade" program which contained biting remarks aimed at author

Fred J. Cook. Under the personal attack provisions of the Fairness

Doctrine, Cook asked for air time to reply to the statements of Rev.

Billy James Hargis. Having already failed in its affirmative obligation

to seek Cook out and supply him with both a transcript and the opportunity

to respond, WGCB.aggrevated matters further by reacting to Cook's

request by sending him the station's standard rate card. The FCC's

initial position with regard to WGCB was far more supportive of the

principle of public access than it had been in the WLBT case. The

Commission issued notice that the Red lion Broadcasting Company ha

an obligation to afford Fred Cook free time to reply, and thereby set

the stage for testing the constitutionality of the Fairness Doctrine.

Red Lion took its appeal to the U. S. Court of Appeals in Wash-

ington, D. C., but the Court ruled in favor of the FCC's decision. How-

ever, at about the same time in Chicago's Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals,

the Radio Television News Directors Association (RTNDA) was also con-

testing the Commission's rules concerning the provision of reply time

for political editorials and personal attacks. Here the Court ruled that

the personal attack rules tended to inhibit freedom of the electronic press..

With a disparity in the decisions by.our Nation's judicial system,

it became obvious that the constitutionality of the Fairness Doctrine would

,need to be determined in the Supreme Court.. Considering the two cases

10



in a single decision, since known ad Red Lion, the Supreme Court

ruled unanimously that the Fairness Doctrine and its personal attack

rules were consistent with the First Amendment. Delivering the

opinion of the Court, Justice White stated, "It is the right of the viewers

and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which is.paramount....

It is the right of the public to receive'suitable access to social, political,

esthetic, moral and other ideas and experiences which is crucial here. "7

The political and social unrest of the 1960's, coupled with the

President's increased use of direct access through the broadcast media,

contributed to an ever-growing dissatisfaction with the role broadcasting

was playing as a forum for the free expression of opposing points of view.

In addition, questions Of Fairness Doctrine applications to commercial

advertising were opened wide When, in December, 1966, a young Man-

hattan lawyer, John W. Banzhef III,Atetitioned WCBS-TV, New York City,

for free time to respond to cigarette commercials. The far-reaching

implications of this request remained an important question until June 2,

1967, when the FCC issued its opinion in a letter to waas--rv 8 The

Commission stated that the Fairness Doctrine did apply to cigarette.-

advertising, but its ruling was limited solely to that one product. Yet,

despite this firm pronouncement, the Commission was undoubtedly aware

that through its opinion, a hole had been opened in the dike.

The mood of the legal community was right for the appearance of

Jerome Barron'e provocative piece, "Access to the Press: A New First .

Amendment Right," which was published in the May 1967 issue of the

11
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Harvard Law Review. The resounding theme that the First Amendment

should be returned to the people had an appealing ring, and it.served

to feed the growing swell of citizen un\est which was beginning to crest.

Citizen groups began springing up throughout the country, and legal.

advisors, such as the Media Access Project, extended a helping hand.

Citizens in Media, Pennsylvania successfullN7 challenged the license

renewal of WXUR-AM-FM, a mouthpiece for right-wing preacher

Carl McIntire. The FCC's decision to strip the station's owner,

Brandywine-Main Line Radio, Inc., of the two licenses was upheld by the

Court.9 Extension of the Commission's cigarette advertisement ruling

to products potentially dangerous to the environment was also forth-

corning through the Friends of the Earth and Wilderness decisione.10

.
Indeed, the impact of the Fairness Doctrine appeared to be racing out of

control.

On June 9, 1971, the FCC initiated a re-examination of the Fairness

Doctrine through the release of a "Notice of Inquiry in the Matter of Handling

of Public Issues under the Fairness Doctrine and the Public Interest of the

Communications Act." While issues of fairness and access were being

decided in the courts, the heated debate over the assumptions and ap-

plications of the Doctrine was receiving wide public attention. Finally in

June of 1974, following the filinM d numerous comments and extensive

hearings, the FCC issued its "Fairnejs Rerort."" Although the Comm

mission reitdrated it original stand on questions of fairness, it refused

to set forth new rulemaking, assorting the desire to continue, handling



fairness complaints on a cage-by-case basis. 'Pulling in the reins on

the mass application of earlier decistoris to a wide variety of situations,
'1f

the FCC dealt a, heavy blow to citizen's groups by repudiating the concept

of counter- advertising and disclaiming the 1967 cigarette ruling as a
a

Fairness Doctrine p,ecedent. Clearly, the Commission was exercising

its perogativeAo regain control of the public access controwersy. SuOported

by the Supreme Court decision in the BEM case, the FCC's report served

to close the door on requests for "government -dictated access" on the

part of the public. Consistent with this position is the finding that during

1973.-,-74 97% Of the.roughly,4300 fairness complaints were dismissed out

of hand. Of those remaining only 19 cases involved FCC action against

Although the flurry of activity which characterized the late 1960's

and the beginning of the present decade appeatS to be slowly subsiding,

proponents of public access continue their vigil with at least moderate

success.18 The NatiOna.1 Citizens Comenittee for BrOadcasting (publisher

of access) and Friends of the Earth are appealing the "Fairness Report"

in the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Other citizens'

organizations, with tentative FCC approval, are entering into agreements

with broadcasters pribr to licensee renewa1.14 And while the legal and

congressional debates concerning fairness continue,15 the convictions of

such public access advocates as Jerome Barron, Albert Kramer, Nicholas

Johnson and Frank Lloyd serve as mottos for individuals and group.,c4beeking

to have their voic.s heard,



,Community Ascertainment& Evolution

The principles of access acid ascertainment were both, implicitly

stated in the "public interest" standard put forth in the Radio Act of

1927, and were continually eeiterated through rulernaking procedures

and license renewal decisions during the next three decades. But the

truly fertile seeds of ascertainment which would eventually grow into a

formal ruling of its own were planted in the FCC's 1960 "Programming

Policy Statement."16 Clothed in the familiar rhetoric of "the public

interest, convenience or necessity," the Commission indicated its

position as to how the broadcaster might meet this fundamental obligation:

^ "The principal ingredient of such obligation consigts of
a diligent, positive and continuing effort by the licensee
to discover and fulfill the tastes, needs and desires of
his service area. If he has accomplished this, he has
met his public responsibility."***
"The major elements usually necessary to meet the public
interest, needs and*desireS of the community in which the
Station is located as developed by the industry, and rec-
ognized by the Commission, have included: (1) Opportunity
for Local Self-Expression, (2) The Development and Use
of Local Talent, (3) Programs for Children, (4) Religious
Program's, (5) Educational Programs, (6) Public Affairs
Programs, (7) Editorialization by Licensees, (8) Political
Broadcasts, (9) Agricultural Programs, (10) News Pro-
grams, (11) Weather and Market Reports, (12) Sports
Programs, (13) Service to Minority Groups, (14) Enter-

, tainment Programming ."17 I

The Commission went on to explain that the decision-making

responsibility for all programming matters remained solely with the

licensee who was providing a broadcasting service that was in concert

with the community served. However, in order to 0#nable the FCC to
,)

properly execute its licensing functions, the Commission prOgsed that

future application forms,. whether for a new or renewed license, would

14
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require that the applicant state: "(1) the measures he has taken and

the effort he has made to determine the tastes, needs and desires of

his comrriunity or service area, and (2) the manner in which he pro-

posed to meet those needs and desires. "18

For the next few years, the broadcasting industry interpreted the

FCC's mandate as applying to programming .needs and interests. Hence,

it was considered perfettly acceptable to submit a cursory statement

which summarized the kinds of consultations which were conducted and

the types of programming that were identified. For the most part, this

process consisted of going to a few "community leaders" and asking the

question, "What kind of programs would you like to see us present?"

The predictable responses were either so ambiguous or general, i.e.

"more public affairs," ,"more educational," etc., that they were of little

real value to program decis.ion-makers. Thus for all practical purposes,

the initial ascertainment process was regarded as a meaningless exercise

by virtually everyone involved,

As the years passed, the flexibility of the 1960 ascertainment policK.

was gradually replaced by requirements for a detailed demographic study
o

of the licensee's broadcast area and specific consultation procedures

which insured that various segments of the community were represented.

On August 22, 1968 the FCC issued a public notice, "Ascertainment of

Community Needs.* proadcast Applicants," which provided specific

guidelines for the proper completion of license application forms (Part I,

Sections IV-A and IV-B). The notice represented another step toward

I5
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increased formality of the ascertainment p cess and the striking

realization that the identification of co munity'neds and the public's

programming suggestions were two nttre-ly different matters.
6

Although the intent of t 968 notice was to 'answer existing

ascertainment questions, cas0 -by? ~case handling of broadcast

i

ap-

plicationsplications had given rise o conflictin6 interpretations within the legal

communi.19 As in c.dse of the Fairness Doctrine, the Federal

Communications B .Assoctation pushed for a further statement that

0

would clarify FC6 ascertainment policy. Responding to this and similar

requests, tie Commission adcipted a "Notice of Inquiry" on December 19,

1969.20 Responses to the "InqUiry" were split between public and broad-
,

casting camps. Licensees and their trade association, the National- As-
,

sociation of Broadcasters, resisted increased formalization of the ascer-

tainment concept. Citizens groups, on the other hand, filed comments

strongly supporting stiffer requirements and the abandonment of the "good

faith" standard. The result of the "Inquiry" was a revised and expanded

"Primer on Ascertainment of Community Problems by Broadcast Ap-

plicants" which was released on February 23, 1971.21

In-short, the 1971 "Primer" requires all commercial broadcast

applicants to determine the demographics and composition of their service

areas. Then, on the basis of the compositional data, management level

employees must conduct personal interviews with a cross section of corn--

munity leaders within six months of filing the application. In addition,.a

random sample survey of the general public must be completed by either

16
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station personnel or iprofessional research organization during the

same period as the community leader. inquiry. Once both surveys

are concluded, the broadcast applicant. must (1) list the ascertained

needs and problems, '(2) determine which need and problems can be

suitable addressed, and (3) cite the specific prograMs that the applicant

will broadcast to deal with those problems.

Revisions and Criticisms of Ascertainment

The confusion, criticism and requests for repeal which have sur-

rounded the four-year evolution of the-1971 '"Primer" are second only to

those generated by the controversial Fairness. Doctrine. Finding them-

selves inadequately prepared to meet the imposed requirements and

rejecting the ascertainment Proceduress being_ burdensome and uri-

procluctive, the broadcasting industry has sustained a convincing assault

on the "Primer." Petitions for relaxation of specific methodological con-

siderations have resulted in such periodic revisions as permitting manage-

ment level personnel to substitute joint meetings and telephone interviews

for the prescribed face,-to-face personal interviews.22 Frustration over

the uniform application of the guidelines to all commercial licensees

without apparent regard to station type or market size gave rise to com-

plaints of unfair practices and economic hardships.

In 1973, the Commission opened several "Inquiries" to resolve a

mber of the questions that had been raised. The commercial television

renewal application form was revised and an annual reporting form was

created. Rather than filing the general ascertainment information at
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rgnewalirne, commercial television licensees were subsequently

require'1 to :Compile an annual list of the ten most significant problems

exi frig in the community during the previous, twelve months, and

strative program-ming...that was broadcast by the licensee in response
_

/to those problems.23 In addition, all commercial stations were required

t6' commence broadcasting, every 15 days, public notices inviting comments

aboUt station performance. Responding to the question of whether the
.4b

respective roles of radio and television were sufficiently different to

warrant separate ascertainment guidelines, the Commission solicited

further reactions from interested parties.

From an educational standpoint, probably the most significant
-

"Inquiry" releaseddurihg 1973 dealt with the petitions from individuals

and citizen's groups that sought to bring noncommercial' educational

(public) radio and television stations within the province of the ascertain-

merit requirement. Noncorrimercial,stations had been purposely excluded

from the "Primer," but the Commission had stated in its rulemaking

that the educational broadcastifig exemption should not be 'considered as

being permanerit. Before the end of 1971, petitions for further rulemaking

had teen filed by representatives of three black organizations and several

individuals.24 Aniong the positions expressed was the conviction that the

gradual programming' shift away from "instructional" and toward "public"

necessitated a more affirmative obligation in the areas of access and

ascertainment. Keeping its 1971 promise to educational, broadcasters

while responding to the petitions received, the Commission released its

18



"Notice of Inquiry" on Sept

-17-

ber 11, 1973.25

By mid 1975, suffici nt time had elapsed to permit the filing of

numerous comments and replies, and allow the slow-moving Washington

machinery to prepare its findings and issue a report. Turning first to

the commercial arena, the FCC issued a proposed rulemaking on May 15th

which it hoped would help satisfy critics from both the industry and public

sectors.26 The Commission proposed that broadcasters engage in "con-

tinuous ascertainment" throughout the license period instead of six months

prior to the date of renewal application. While television and radio were

not found to require different ascertainment standards on the basis of

their respective roles, stations operating in communities of less than

i10,000 population (estimated to affect 1,900 radio and 14 television stations)

would be exempted from formal ascertainment procedures. Following

the precedent set for television stations in 1973, radio stations would be

expected to maintain in their public files lists of the ten most significant

community problems and examples of typical programs that were aired to

meet them. Other proposed revisions included the relieving o station

management from the responsibility of conducting the community leader

survey, expansion of acceptable interviewing methods, and the replace-

ment of the compositional study with a 19-point community element check-

list provided by the Commission.

The proposed rulemakino which was directed at educational broad-

casters appeared on August 14, 1975. In its "Notice," the Commission

stated, "Based on our review of the record in this proceeding, we are

19
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convinced that noncommercial broadcasters should be subject to formal

ascertainment requirements. "27 Identifying the pending revisions which

were proposed for c'bmmercial stations, the FCC explained that they

would similarly apply to noncommercial licensees. However, the Com-

mission promised to allow the_ educational broadcaster "considerable

flexibility in planning its leader survey," and encouraged noncommercial.

applicants to "experiment with a variety of methods and view this freedom,

in fact, as a proving ground for methods which might at a later date be

applied in the commercial context. "28 Comments were invited on possible

options for the general public survey, including periodic audience par-
.

ticipetion programs that focused on the discussion of community problems.

Licensees providfng only iristructional programming were exempted from

the ruling (as were small 10-watt stations), but a specific definition was

given to enable a clear distinction between instructional (in-school) and

"educational" or "public" programs. The deadline for responses to pro-

posed rulemakings for both commercial and educational licensees has since

passed, and the waiting period for notices of formal adoption has begun.

An Assessment of Access and Ascertainment

Although the FCC undoubtedly derives some degree of satisfaction

from what it considers an on- going "fine tuning" of the fairness and ascer-.

tainrrent requirements, the problems which are associated with these

complex issues are far from being resolved. As noted earlier, a funda-

mental conflict exists between the inherent motives of the commercial

market place and the basic principles which have been afforded by the First

. 20
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Amendment. Attempting to foster the economic growth of a multi-faceted

,telecommunications industry while fulfilling a congressional mandate to

serve the "public interest" has frequently placed the Commission in a

thankless position. The FCC has carried the banner of access into prime

time television29 and across the field of cable communications,30 but

neither effort has met with much success. The program diversity which

was so strongly recommended for commercial television in the late 1960's

and was supposedly assured by the "Prime Time. Access Rule" has failed

to materialize. CATV's much-heralded public access channels which began

arriving on the scene during the early part of the present decade have

remained relatively dark. When someone clops take the initiative to utilize

a cable system's access channel, it is not uncommon for the operator to

repeat the program three or four times.31 Thus, one lesson which has

been learned from this expeMence is that access to communications tech-

nology does not necessarily guarantee an improvement in the quality or

diversity of the messages transmitted.

In the case of both the Fairness Doctrine and proper implementation

of the formal ascertainment requirements, the FCC faces a dilemma.

By the yet' Act that brought the Commission into existence, it is restricted

from venturing very far into the area of program content. But at the same

time, the FCC is responsible for determining that each station's performance

is in agreement with the "public interest," and to a large extent, performance

and programming are synonymous. Broadcasters have chided the Com-

mission at every opportunity, calling the Fairness Doctrine a "strangle
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hold" and the ascertainment process an "exercise in futility." Citizen

groups continue to press for increased FCC intervention, and persist

in the belief that anything less than a formal access'and ascertainment

commitment from broadcasters is comparable to no commitment at all.

Unfortunately, the academic community has been of little help, in

resolving the stalemate. Scholarly research which has investigated the

ascertainment issue has been directed toward, ."(1) the adequacy of the

various methodological strategies employed by station management; (2)

the utilization of such data in the actual application for renewal; and (3)

the social policy issues implicit in the requirement that a broadcaster

have contact with both community leaders and a survey of the general

public."32 In each of the areas, selected findings from different studies

could be used to support a particular point of view. A an example, using

data provided by Baldwin an Greenberg33 one could argue that there is a

significant disceepancy between information ellicited from community

leaders and that provided by the general public. Interestingly, the findings

of Sur lin and Bradt° can be used to demonstrate that a high correlation
0

exists between the problem rankings of the community leaders and the

general public sample. Careful extraction of various results from the

research of ,Baldwin and Surlin,85 Foley, ?6 Surlin,87 i_eRoy88 and

LeRoy and Ungurait89 could enable a'skillful manipulator to develop an

impressive argument for any one of several opposingxpositions. This is

licit to suggest fault in the research cited, but rather to illustrate the x-

ploratory stage of current inquiries. As explained by Baldwin and Greenberg
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in comments to the rcc,11...we lack confidence in the present kn

ledge about ascertainment methodology. There are new techniques to

be tried and refinements to the variety of procedures which have already

been attempted."4°

Research such as that above and the studies currently in progress,41

are contributing to our understanding of the interrelated issues of access

and ascertainment. Methodological studies are attempting to determine

whether formal ascertainment requirements are more practically effective

than informal feedback, and whether existing. guidelines should be replaced

with more productive alternatives. The FCC's recent proposed rulemaking

for educational broadcasters encourages experimentation and suggests

specific avenues of research that will contribute to constructive revisions

in the ascertainment process. Developments in organizational communication,

arbitration and management relations could afford new theoretical models

which might greatly influence the evolution of telecommunications policy

at both local and national levals. Broad social awareness of the citizen's

role in shaping America's communications industry is just starting to

emerge. The next twenty years will witness a growing emphasis on

citizen feedback systems throughout our society, and the mechanisms of

broadcast access and ascertainment will be among them.
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